
 

 

 

Northeastern University (NU) seeks applications for the position of Dean of the School of 

Nursing 

 

Northeastern University, located in Boston, is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action, Title 

IX, ADVANCE institution. We embrace the wealth of human differences represented in our 

community with diversity as a core value. The university is a leader in interdisciplinary research, 

urban engagement, experiential learning and is committed to building and sustaining a diverse 

faculty. Candidates that are racially and culturally diverse from under-represented categories in 

the sciences are strongly encouraged to apply. 

 

More specifically, the School of Nursing seek candidates whose work reflects diversity and 

inclusion and should be prepared to provide evidence of how this work may contribute to the 

university’s commitment for inclusivity. 

 

NU educational model integrates rigorous classroom learning with world experiences, providing 

opportunities to study, work and conduct research on seven continents. Nestled within the Bouvé 

College of Health Science, the Nursing programs range from BSN to PhD. Working with key 

stakeholders, the School of Nursing Dean/Associate Dean of Bouvé College at Northeastern 

University will provide the leadership, vision, and strategic planning to propel the school 

towards its goals in research, practice, education, and national rank. 

 

The College supports the University's mission of educating students lifetime fulfillment, 

accomplishment and translating knowledge to meet global and societal needs. It is comprised of 

three schools – Nursing, Pharmacy and Health Professions. It has five centers and institutes, and 

successfully competes for NIH, NSF, and foundation funding. 

 

POSITION SUMMARY: 

The successful candidate will support the Nursing school by fostering a fiscally responsible, 

supportive environment for research, teaching and scholarship. The Dean will guide faculty and 

student recruitment, development, and advancement. As the school’s chief representative and 

advocate, the Dean will articulate the school’s vision and goals to external stakeholders. Guided 

by strong entrepreneurial ideology for new initiatives, global collaborations and inclusiveness, 

he/she will guide and support a collegial interprofessional academic community. 

 

QUALIFICATIONS: 

A minimum of 5 years of experience in an administrative leadership role, as Dean/ Associate, 

Department Chair, or a high-level non-academic executive position, with a demonstrated record 

of research, clinical excellence, and/or transformational leadership. Must have strong financial 

and operational management skills, with evidence of external support and collaborations 

throughout the healthcare ecosystem. An earned PhD in nursing or related field, eligible for or 

licensed in Massachusetts, and at /or eligible for promotion to the rank of tenured full professor. 

Salary and rank commensurate with qualifications and experience and includes a great benefits 

package. 

 

How to Apply 



 

 

Visit the Bouvé College of Health Sciences website https://bouve.northeastern.edu/nursing/ 

and click on Click link on first page. Submit a cover letter of interest, the contact information for 

three references, curriculum vitae, and research statement all ONLINE. For more information, 

please contact the search committee chair Dr. Valeria Ramdin (phone: +1 617-373-4197 or via 

an e-mail to: v.ramdin@northeastern.edu). Applications for the position is open and will 

continue until filled. 


